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University
Safety Management
Goes Well Beyond

Regulatory Compliance

One of the major priorities of  a  university  community
is   to   provide   an   environment   for  teaching   and
research.     In  support  of  this   mission,  a  variety of
facilities   are   built  and   maintained.   These include
offices,     laboratories,    classrooms,  quarters,  work-
shops, catering outlets, etc.  Many different operations
take place  in  these  facilities.   A variety of hazardous
materials   and   potentially  dangerous  hardware  are
employed.    While  some  of  these  operations are of
industrial type, most research and development works
involve protocols  and materials unique to  the specific
field  of  study  and  cannot  be  managed as industrial
operations.  Although there are  established regulatory
requirements  for  industrial-type  operations within the
university community,  there  is no occupational safety
and  health  legislature  that  specifically  applies to the
research environment in Hong Kong at this time.

Under the circumstances, on what basis should a uni-
versity safety management program operate?  At
HKUST, we have adopted a variety of international stan-
dards as our guiding principles.  Some examples in-
clude the use of the US National Institue of Health guide-
lines on recombinant DNA to help ensure safety of our
genetic engineering work and the adoption of guidelines
from the Laser Institute of America to safeguard high
power laser operations.

In an environment such as ours where straightforward
code compliance to ensure safety is only a part of the
solution, successful safety management depends on a
variety of factors.  The first and most important factor is
the people.  Safety professionals in such an environ-
ment must have the background necessary to appreci-
ate the uniqueness of our operations and have the ap-
propriate academic background and experience in ad-
dressing safety issues in teaching and research.  Ap-
pointment of safety professionals with inappropriate back-
ground or inadequate experience will lead to little contri-
bution to the university’s missions and may even result
in unnecessary and overly restrictive policies and
procedures.  Perhaps it is for these reasons that some
prestigious international universities such as the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley and the University of New
South Wales have recently advertised to establish re-
search safety units in addition to their existing "conven-
tional" safety offices.

The participation of academic colleagues in establish-
ing appropriate university policies to ensure applicabil-
ity and compliance is another critical human factor in a
university’s safety management program.  As research
work involves innovative ideas, technologies and work
protocols, safety requirements need to be equally so.
While the goal of ensuring operational safety should not
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be compromised under any circumstances, the avenues
to reach this goal need to include certain degree of
flexibility.

At HKUST, both of these human factors have always
been integral parts of our safety management program
since the beginning.  Besides having colleagues with
comprehensive industrial safety background, SEPO has
been fortunate to recruit staff members possessing not
only advanced academic training and research experi-
ence but also safety management experience in world
renowned universities and national laboratories in the
United States.  They understand the nature and chal-
lenges of academic work and view themselves as part-
ners to the academic colleagues in working out issues
with the goals of ensuring safety and health, and con-
tributing to the ultimate fulfillment of the university’s
mission.  Besides helping to identify appropriate safety
guidelines, SEPO staff members have also been work-
ing closely with government regulators to help them un-
derstand the nature of our operations and in many cases
to collaborate on formulating applicable regulatory
requirements.  One example is the licensing of our Mi-
croelectronic Fabrication Facility.  Although this state-
of-the-art technology is rather new to the regulators,
through working in close partnership, SEPO colleagues
have been able to help secure the first (and still the only)
electronic gas license among tertiary educational
institutions.  Furthermore, they contributed to the
community’s effort in regulating the use of these highly
hazardous materials by playing a significant role during
the drafting of appropriate regulatory requirements.

Academic colleagues at HKUST have always played
major roles in our safety management system.  All safety
policies were drafted with proper input from faculty
members.  They were then reviewed and endorsed by
the Environmental Health and Safety Committee, which
is composed of colleagues from all three Branches of
the university.  Academic colleagues also play signifi-
cant roles in departmental safety management by pro-
viding leadership as departmental safety officers.  Some
also contribute to ensuring research safety by taking part
in reviewing the risk assessment/management plans for
various research proposals.

The necessary ingredients for an effective university
safety management program are in place at HKUST.  In
our on-going effort to provide a safe and healthy work
and study environment for our staff and students, we must
continue to work in unison and not to compromise this
important priority amidst competing demands for our
time, energy and resources.  After all, in a university
environment, safety management goes well beyond
compliance!

HOW TO CONTACT SEPO

Ext. E-mail

SEPO General Enquiry 7229/6509 SAFETY

Environmental Issues, Director

Recycling Dr. Joes ph Kwan

6451 JOEKWAN

Fire Safety, Electrical Engineer

Safety,  Ergonomics, (Safety)

Accident Reporting, Mr. T.S.Li

Safety Training 6511 TSLI

Ionizing Radiation Safety, Health Physicist

Non-ionizing Radiation Dr. Joes ph Kwan

Safety 6451 JOEKWAN

Biosafety, Chemical Engineer

Safety, Laser Safety, (Occupational Hygiene)

Medica l Surveillance, Dr. Samuel Yu

Regulatory Affairs, 6547 SAMYU

Safety Publications,

Indoor Air Quality, Assistant Engineer
Hazardous Waste Mr. Pak Ip

Manage ment, 6538 SEPOPCIP

Analytical Services

Construction Safety, Health & Safety Officer

Contractor Safety, Mr. C M Li

Food Hygiene, 6485 CMLSEA

Machine Shop Safety

Environmental Health & Team Leader

Safety Team, Mr. Percy To

Field Se rvices, 6507 PERCYTMT

Compliance Monitoring

SEPO homepage: http: //www.ab.ust.hk/sepo

Please feel free to call any of us or send us an e-mail if you have
specific safety or environmental related questions.
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Safety
Legislation
Update

In February 2000, a tragic industrial accident occurred
in Yuen Long claimed the lives of three workers. The
accident had prompted the enactment of a new regula-
tion — the Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Gas
Welding and Flame Cutting) Regulation.  The Regula-
tion has just been passed by the Legislative Council on
28 November 2001.

The requirements stipulated by this Regulation are
mainly on ensuring the competency of gas welding
operators. Under this Regulation:

- The proprietor of an industrial undertaking is required
to provide safety training to an operator who is instructed
to perform gas welding and flame cutting work.

- The proprietor is also required to ensure that such
work is only performed by a person who has attained
the age of 18 and holds a valid certificate; or a person
who is undergoing training under the supervision of a
holder of a valid certificate.

- Workers are required to attend safety training pro-
vided by the proprietor.

To allow sufficient time for the prescribed training, a two-
year grace period has been allowed for the Regulation

to become fully effective. The training will be available
from the Construction Industry Training Authority, the Oc-
cupational Safety and Health Council and the Vocational
Training Council. The certificate obtained by the opera-
tors will be valid for 5 years.

  Factories and Industrial
  Undertakings (Gas Welding and
  Flame Cutting) Regulation

Safety
Legislation
Update
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Are We Prepared For
Malicious Acts ?

The 911 terrorist attacks on the Word Trade Center and
the subsequent Anthrax’s attacks on US soils have cre-
ated shockwaves that rattle billions souls all over the
world.  These attacks not only have raised serious safety
and security concerns in the US but also alarmed the
rest of the world that such attacks could happen
anywhere.  Highly unlikely as it seems that terrorist at-
tacks of such magnitude and nature could happen in
Hong Kong, recent reports on suspicious cases of
Anthrax’s attacks in Hong Kong have raised questions
on our capabilities to handle the potential threats of
terrorism. To bring matter closer to home, what shall we
do should bio-terrorisms happen on campus?  Can we
handle them?

The University is committed to provide and maintain a
safe learning and living environment for students, staff
and residents.  There are established emergency pro-
cedures for handling uncontrolled released of hazard-
ous materials including chemical, biological, and radio-
active agents on campus.  Take uncontrolled release of
biohazardous materials as an example, the personnel
involved are advised to initiate the necessary steps to
address control of the emergency situation such as to
alert co-workers, contain the materials if it is safe to do
so, evacuate everyone in the area, call for help, etc.
Details of the emergency procedures are described in
the HKUST Emergency Procedures Handbook.  Among
other top priorities addressed by the emergency
procedures, personal safety and the safety of others are
of prime concern.  These priorities have provided a clear
guidance to emergency responders in the evaluation of
how an emergency situation caused by accidental re-
lease of hazardous materials should be handled.  Al-
though it is seemingly difficult to tackle emergencies that
are out of malice, we are prepared to handle suspicious
threats by cooperating intimately with our local authority
and relevant governmental departments.  The existing

Are We Prepared For
Malicious Acts ?

set of HKUST emergency procedures for managing un-
controlled release of hazardous materials lays the foun-
dation for addressing all sorts of incidents involving haz-
ardous materials.  To enhance our emergency
preparedness, it pays to revisit these procedures
periodically.  They can be accessed at www.ab.ust.hk/
sepo/emergncy.htm

In any case, emergency preparedness is the bottom
line.  It is the knowledge and training we have made
available that will help mitigate the situation.  Suspicious
Anthrax’s attacks reported will not fundamentally change
the way SEPO is prepared to respond to incidents in-
volving hazardous materials, but there’s an added im-
petus to make sure we, the community, are indeed
prepared.
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New Online Safety Training
on

Respiratory Protection
A new online self-learning safety training program on
"Respiratory Protection" has been developed and added
to the SEPO Website.  Unlike other self-learning
programs, the subject of this program is explained by
using appropriate photos and text descriptions. The pro-
gram covers the following topics:

- Respiratory Hazards

- Respiratory Protection Equipment

- Selection and Limitations of Respiratory Equipment

- Fit Testing of Respiratory Equipment

- Maintenance and Care of Respiratory Equipment

You can access this program together with other self-
learning programs at:

http://www.ab.ust.hk/sepo/training/

New Online Safety Training
on

Respiratory Protection

is published by the Safety and Environmental Protection
Office and printed by the Publishing Technology Centre.

The Hong Kong University of Science & Technology.

Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled paper.

Comments from staff and students are welcome.
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Ventilation is a vital service to all occupants of our Main
Academic Building because of the “closed” design of
the building.  In addition, for special work areas such as
laboratories and workshops, exhaust ventilation is an
important means to remove hazardous vapor and gas
from the workplace so as to protect the workers.  There
are also other unique features in the laboratory ventila-
tion system, which all laboratory workers should be
aware of.

Each laboratory has two components in its ventilation
system.  One is room ventilation: air circulates between
the room and an air handling unit (AHU), which condi-
tions the air (mainly cooling and lowering humidity).  The
majority of room air from the laboratory is re-circulated
to conserve energy used for conditioning the air.  A
portion of the room air is exhausted and made up by
fresh air at the AHU.   The second component is the
exhaust ventilation, typically in the form of a fume hood
or other local exhaust ventilation devices (canopy
hoods, flexible exhaust hoses, equipment exhausts,
etc).  Indoor air is exhausted through this system, there
is no re-circulation. Make up air is from the same source
as the room ventilation system (i.e. through the AHU).

Most of the laboratory rooms are maintained at a slightly
negative pressure compared to the surrounding

  Room Ventilation Versus
  Exhaust  Ventilation

   Pressure Regime

corridors.   This is a precautionary measure to prevent
any airborne hazardous or odorous substance in the
laboratory from spreading to the outside.  This pressure
regime is achieved by adjusting the supply and return
air, as well as local exhaust air quantity in each labora-
tory room.  In order for the pressure regime to serve its
function, laboratory doors must be closed all the time.

There are a few exceptions to this general pressure re-
gime arrangement.  Most noticeably, all the clean rooms
where the incoming air is specially treated for protecting
the process within have a slightly positive pressure, so
as to keep outside untreated air from seeping in.  The
Microelectronic Fabrication Facility, and some tissue cul-
ture rooms are in this category.

A common side effect of the negative pressure in
laboraories is the transient sewer smell problems.  Al-
though most of the sinks and drains in the laboratories
are equipped with U-traps to prevent sewage odor from
backing up, these traps rely on the liquid remaining in
the traps as a barrier to air movement.  When drains
are not used for an extended period of time, the liquid
may dry up, and the negative air pressure starts to draw
odor out from the drains.  This is probably the most com-
mon source of odor complaints in laboratories.  Lab
users are recommended to run tap water once in a while
for all sinks, drip cups or other drains, especially those
that are infrequently used.  Drains that will no longer be
used can also be permanently sealed to prevent odor
problem.

Because of its complexity, the laboratory ventilation sys-
tem occasionally experiences fluctuations.  This may cre-
ate potential problems when exhaust ventilation, espe-
cially fume hoods, is affected.  All our fume hoods have
a “Low Flow” warning device, which gives both audio and

  Side Effects Of The Pressure
  Regime

  Unstable Exhaust Air Flow

Laboratory
Ventilation
At HKUST

Laboratory
Ventilation
At HKUST
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visual warning. Activation of the low flow warning means
air flow into the hood is not adequate to protect the user.
When there is a low flow situation, users should stop
using the hood and lower the sash completely until the
warning signal goes away.  If the condition remains for
longer than 15 minutes, lab users should contact EMO-
LS to follow up.

The ventilation of laboratories equipped with fume hoods
can operate in an emergency mode in case of a chemi-
cal spill. When a person presses the Emergency Venti-
lation button in any lab, the following will happen:

-  The re-circulation of room ventilation will stop, that
means in addition to the exhaust ventilation, the room
ventilation will also be in a “one-pass” mode to maxi-
mize flushing of chemical that may have accumulated

in the lab.

-  Exhaust fans that serve the fume hoods in question
will run at maximum speed.

-  A loud siren will sound in the ventilation zone to tell
other  lab users to evacuate. A yellow flashing light
(with a warning sign asking people not to enter) will be
activated outside the room where the EV button is
pressed.

-  Security Unit of EMO will receive an automatic warn-
ing signal, and will carry out immediate emergency
response.

The EV system allows us to rapidly purge any airborne
chemicals arising from a spill. At the same time it
serves as an alarm system so that lab users can
evacuate from the lab areas when there is a major
chemical spill.

Some of the fume hoods on campus are fitted with an
energy saving device. The idea is to reduce air flow
into the fume hood by 40% when no motion is de-
tected by a sensor monitoring the front of the hood.
The reduced air flow can adequately contain chemi-
cals in the hood when no one is working or moving in
front of the hood, which creates air turbulence. This
feature can significantly conserve conditioned indoor
air. The most critical component is a sensitive air flow
control device that can respond to changes of fume
hood conditions within seconds. This ensures that pro-
tection to fume hood user will not be compromised. In
fact, lowering the sash when no one is using it can
achieve a similar effect, and users are encouraged to
do so both for safety and energy conservation reasons.

We hope by explaining these special features, lab us-
ers will have a better understanding of our laboratory
ventilation system, and, most importantly, will utilize
the system properly to protect themselves and people
working around them.

  Emergency Ventilation System

  Energy Saving Features
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Staff  Assumes
New Role in SEPO

Mr Pak Ip, an Assistant Health and Safety Officer assumes his new role as Assis-
tant Engineer in November, 2001.  This appointment fills a replacement post for
the two SEPO Engineers (radiation   safety &  environmental engineering) who left
HKUST earlier in 2001.

Pak has been working in SEPO since 1995.  He completed his BS degree with
distinction in agriculture from the University of Manitoba and a post-graduate di-
ploma in toxicology from the University of  Saskatchewan.    He also earned  a
MSc degree in environmental science from the City University of Hong Kong.
Professionally, Pak is certified by the American Board of Industrial Hygiene in com-
prehensive practice.

In his new role, Pak will team up with Dr Samuel Yu in providing leadership on a
variety of occupational and environmental health issues including chemical and
biological safety, laser safety, hazardous materials management, etc.  He can be
reached at x-6538 or sepopcip@ust.hk

Please join us in welcoming Pak in his new role!  Your continued cooperation with
him in his new capacity is appreciated.

Staff  Assumes
New Role in SEPO


